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U.S. HUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION III

Report No. 50-461/93027(DRP)

Docket No. 50-461 License No. NPF-62

Licensee: Illinois Power Company
500, South 27th Street
Decatur, IL 62525

Facility Name: Clinton Power Station

Inspection At: Clinton Site, Clinton, Illinois
.

Inspection conducted: November 28, 1993 - January 10, 1994

Inspectors: P. G. Brochman
F. L. Brush
P. F. Prescott

.

Approved By: /87M'

chard L. Aagtpi, Chief Datem.
Reactor Projects Section 1C

Inspection Suanary

Inspection from November 28, 1993, through January 10, 1994 (Report No. *

50-461/93027(DRP)).
Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced safety inspection by the resident
inspectors of licensee actions on previous inspection findings, operations,
maintenance, engineering and plant support.

Results: No violations or deviations were identified.
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Executive Summary

Operations !

l

During power ascension at the end of RF-4 (fourth refueling outage), a |.

manual reactor scram on low water level occurred on December 6,1993. 1

The unit was restarted on December 9 and the generator was synchronized i,

| to the grid at 2:35 p.m. on December 10, 1993, ending RF-4. The outage
| was scheduled for 65 days and lasted 75 days. |

On December 20, 1993, the operators manually tripped the reactor due to || .

| decreasing main condenser vacuum. The plant was placed back on line on I

December 28, 1993. Operator performance during the event was excellent. |i

|

| The loss of condenser vacuum event was caused by a replacement steam.

s

| flow controller, which was different from the equipment the operators
| were used to. |

! .

Poor safety focus was shown by refueling operators in leaving a fuel I.

bundle suspended for 40 minutes over the core. The quality assurance
surveillance which identified this issue, did not recognize the *

| potential for a dropped fuel bundle as the more significant safety -

'

concern. I

m |

| Maintenance
.

The RCIC turbine steam supply bypass valve was incorrectly reassembled.

| due to an inadequate maintenance procedure. This led to degradation of
| the RCIC governor valve. *

The Division I emergency diesel generator was inoperable for 19.25 hours.

when its output breaker door was not secured properly.

An average power range monitor surveillance was missed which required.

the licensee to enter the technical specificatiori (TS) 12 hour shutdown
statement. However, the surveillance was performed successfully before
a reduction in power was required.

,

Enaineerina

The engineering evaluation of a non-seismically restrained box over a.

safety-related component was very good. The evaluation concluded that
there was no impact to the safety-related component.

| Plant Support
i

| The performance of the offsite review committee remained excellent. The.

committee was aggressive in questioning plant management over,

j performance weaknesses in RF-4,

2

i
,
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DETAILS

1.0 Persons Contacted

Illinois Power Company (IP)

*J. Perry, Senior Vice President
*J. Cook, Vice President and Manager of Clinton Power Station (CPS)
*J. Miller, Manager - Nuclear Station Engineering Department (NSED) l
*R. Wyatt, Manager - Quality Assurance
*D. Thompson, Manager - Training
*J. Palchak, Manager - Nuclear Planning and Support !*F. Spangenberg, III, Nuclear Strategic Change leader
*R. Phares, Director - Licensing
*L. Everman, Director - Radiation Protection
*P. Yocum, Director - Plant Operations
*W. Clark, Director - Plant Maintenance

s*K. Moore, Director - Plant Technical
;

*W. Bousquet, Director - Plant Support Services !

*C. Elsasser, Director - Planning & Scheduling |R. Kerestes, Director - Nuclear Safety and Analysis i

*D. Korneman, Director - Systems and Reliability, NSED
i*J. Langley, Director - Design and Analysis, NSED |

'

*J. Sipek, Supervisor - Regulatory Interface !*K. Graf, Director - Engineering Projects
m

i

* Denotes those present during the exit interview on January 10, 1994. I

2.0 Plant Operations

2.1 Onsite Event Follow-up (93702) -

The inspectors performed onsite follow-up activities for events which
occurred during December 1993. Details of the events and the licensee's
corrective actions are provided below:

2.1.1 Manual Reactor Scram on loss of Feedwater (LER 461/93006)

During plant startup, the motor driven "C" reactor feed pump (RFP)
developed a lube oil leak. At approximately 8:00 p.m. on December 5, 4

1993, the "B" turbine driven RFP was placed on line and the C RFP was
! secured. At 7:41 p.m. on December 6, 1993, the "B" RFP tripped during
| "A" RFP overspeed test. Operators restarted the'"B" RFP six times;
'

however, it tripped ufter each restart. At 7:45 p.m. on December 6,
1993, the operators manually tripped the reactor from 5% power, when the
water level approached the scram setpoint. All systems responded as

; required.

The oil leak on the "C" RFP pump was caused by a pressure regulator*

which was incorrectly set, due to inadequate instructions in the vendor
manual. The "B" RFP tripped when the steam header pressure dropped as' the "A" RFP was put on line for its overspeed test. Because the plant

3
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^ was at very low power, hence low feed flow, the "B" RFP shaft was
"fl oat i ng" . The sudden change in steam pressure due to the test on the
"A" RFP caused the shaft on the "B" RFP to move and trip the thrust
bearing wear detector. The thrust bearing wear detector circuitry
calibration and clearances were checked and no problems were discovered.

After discussions with the vendor, the licensee reset the oil pressure
regulator. There were no additional problems with the "C" pump. The
plant was restarted on December 9, 1993.

The inspectors will perform further reviews after.the licensee event
report (LER) is issued.

2.1.2 Manual Reactor Scram on loss of Condenser Vacuum (LER 461/93007)

At 11:07 a.m. on December 20, 1993, with the plant at approximately 60%
power, a manual scram was initiated when main condenser vacuum decreased
to 23.5 inches Hg. All systems responded as required. Prior to the
event, with the plant at 100% power, the operators were placing the "B"
steam jet air ejector (SJAE) on line, in parallel with the "A" SJAE,
when its steam admission valve went full open. This caused the offgas
system to fill with moisture. The SJAE system removes condensable &
non-condensable gasses from the main condenser and sends it to the '

offgas system,

At approximately 10:50 a.m., offgas process flow went to zero when the im
excess moisture from the "B" SJAE steam supply flooded the system. Main i

condenser vacuum began decreasing. Reactor operators reduced power in
order to try and recover vacuum. They also aligned offgas flow through |

'a parallel desiccant bed. None of these efforts were successful. The
reactor was tripped when vacuum approached the main turbine trip '

setpoint. The mechanical vacuum pump was then placed on line to
maintain condenser vacuum. After the offgas system was dried out and
its desiccant replaced, the plant was placed on line on December
28,1993.

The inspector was present in the control room and observed the event. i
The coordination of operator duties, knowledge and use of applicable |
procedures, briefings during the event, and overall response was
excellent. Additionally, the operator crew's safety focus was
excellent.
The inspectors will perform further reviews after the LER is issued. A
discussion of the equipment problem is contained in paragraph 2.2'

|

| 2.2 Steam Jet Air Ejector (SJAE) Steam Flow Controller problems i

During startup from RF-4, the steam flow controller for the "B" SJAE did
not function properly. The controller was then replaced with an
identical controller. The replacement controller was from the same
manufacturer and had the same model number. However, the steam flow'

demand dial did not have a mechanical detent at the "0" position. When,
the operator placed the "B" SJAE steam flow controller to the "0" demand

4
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position, the dial traveled past the "0" position into the area of ;^'
maximum demand. This caused the control valve to go full open. The :

excess steam entered the offgas system, condensed into water, and
flooded portions of the system. Offgas flow went to zero which caused
condenser vacuum to decrease because non-condensable gasses were not
being removed from the main condenser. Paragraph 2.1.2 describes the
operator's subsequent actions. |

The licensee modified the controller to prevent it from going below the
"0" demand position. The plant was started up on the "B" SJAE to ensure
that it was operable.

2.3. Poor Safety Focus

During a review of a quality assurance (QA) surveillance (Q-16188) of |

refueling activities, the inspector noted a poor safety focus by both
operations and QA personnel. Item number 5 on page 3 of the .

,

surveillance described an event where a fuel bundle was suspended over
the periphery of the core for 40 minutes. This delay was caused while |

|

| waiting for a video camera handler. The concern expressed in the
surveillance was that radiation protection was' not notified of this |

delay and that this type of event had the potential to cause
"

unanticipated increases in drywell radiation levels.

The inspector disagreed with the focus of this issue. The focus was the
possible radiation exposure increase in the drywell rather than the

,

n
possibility of a dropped fuel bundle. The inspector believed that the
probability of a fuel handling accident was much higher than a radiation
increase in the drywell; and therefore was the more significant issue.
The inspector discussed with operations management this concern.|

| Management agreed that it was inappropriate to leave a fuel bundle -

suspended for 40 minutes and that it should have been placed in a safei

location, pending the arrival of the video camera handler. The handler
should have been on the refueling bridge before the bundle was even

' picked up.

The inspector also discussed with QA management that the focus of this'

finding was not directed toward the more safety significant issue.
Management responded that QA was concerned with the fuel bundle being
suspended from the grapple for 40 minutes and that possibility of a

i dropped fuel bundle was discussed within QA. However, the concern with
regard to a dropped fuel bundle was not articulated in the surveillance

I report. There were other issues in the report that did show a correct
safety focus,

i

j Overall the inspector concluded this was an instance of poor safety
' focus by refueling personnel and a misdirected safety focus by QA

personnel. The inspectors have no further concerns on this issue. The
inspectors will be performing further reviews of licensee self-
assessment activities related to RF-4 in subsequent reports.

'
s
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a 2.4. Action on Previous Findinos (92701) !
,

! (Closed) Inspection Follow-up Item (461/93005-01'DRS)): A description! (
of licensee's plans for upgrading plant labeling was requested. By
letter dated May 4,1993, the licensee provided a brief description of|

| their plans to upgrade labeling as a " level of effort" activity over the
| life of the plant using existing resources. This item is closed.

2.5. Operational Safety (71707)
1

The inspectors observed control room operation, reviewed applicablei

! logs, and conducted discussions with control room operators. During
these discussiens and observations, the operators were alert, cognizant
of plant conditions, attentive to changes in those conditions, and took
prompt action when appropriate. The inspectors verified the operability
of selected emergency systems, reviewed tagout records, and verified the
proper return to service of affected components.

!
. Tours of the circulating water screen house and auxiliary, containment,
| control, diesel, fuel handling, rad-waste, and turbine buildings were'

conducted to observe equipment material conditions, including potential '

;

fire hazards, fluid leaks, excessive vibrations, and to verify that
maintenance requests had been initiated for equipment in need of *

; maintenance. The inspectors verified implementation of radiation
| protection controls and physical security plan.
,m

No violations or deviations were identified.

3.0. Maintenance

3.1. RCIC Turbine Governor Valve and Steam Sunoly Bypass Valve Problems -

!

Following maintenance in May 1993, the RCIC! steam supply bypass valve
(IE51-F095) leaked steam by its seat. The moisture from the leak caused,

the RCIC governor valve stem to become corroded and pitted. This causedi
'

the governor valve movement to become sluggish. The plant operators
checked the governor valve on a daily basis until the fourth refueling

| outage to ensure that it would still move.

| During the fourth refueling outage, the 1E51-F095' valve was
disassembled. It was discovered that its wedge spring was in the wrong
location. The licensee's investigation determined that the valve had
been incorrectly reassembled in May 1993 due to an inadequate
maintenance procedure. The valve was rebuilt and there was no steam
leakage past its seat. The governor valve was also rebuilt and it
performed satisfactorily during stcrtup testing following the fourth
refueling outage.

'

The inspectors reviewed the licensee's actions and have no further
;

^
2 Reactor Core Isolation Coolina

6
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3.2. Circuit Breaker Door not Seismically Restrained _

On September 8,1993, an auxiliary operator found the ' oor to thed
Division I diesel generator (DG) output breaker not properly secured.
The door had been opened the previous day to allow the connection of
test equipment. This test equipment was installed each time the diesel
was started to aid in troubleshooting an intermittent problem with
closing of the DG breaker. The door was shut, but the four locking
bolts had not been torqued down to the required torque of 7 i 2 ft-lbs.
The immediate action was to torque the bolts and document this problem
in condition report (CR) 1-93-09-011. The licensee evaluated the
seismic qualifications of the breakers and operability of the diesel.

The licensee concluded that the door was not seismically qualified and
1the diesel had been inoperable. The licensee determined that the diesel

was inoperable for 19.25 hours; 9.25 hours due to the test and 10 hours
to identify the condition. This was less than the 72 hour time limit of 1

technical specifications, so this condition was not reportable under
10 CFR 50.73. The licensee identified several' conditions which
contributed to this event, including:

.

The work request to install the test instrumentation did not.

provide any guidance to torque the door shut'and the technicians
did not understand there was a need to do so.

.
- . ,

Communications breakdowns between operations and maintenance and.

between maintenance shifts.

The licensee's corrective actions included: '

Performing a seismic qualification and operability analysis..

Revising the work request to torque t'he bolts after.

installing the test equipment.

Operations personnel will keep better track of temporarily.

| installed test equipment.
|

Improving communications between maintenance and operations..

Reviewing this event with all maintenance personnel..

Based on the corrective actions taken and the length of time the breaker
was inoperable, the inspectors have no further concerns. This issue is
considered closed.s

!

!
;m

7
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" 3.3. Missed APRM Surveillance (LER 461/93008)

; At 8:35 a.m. on December 30, 1993, licensee surveillance coordination
!

I personnel discovered that a weekly surveillance, to perform a setpoint |'

verification check, for all four APRM* channels had' exceeded its 1.25
date. The licensee immediately declared all four APRM channels

!inoperable and entered Technical Specification 3.0.3. Due to the short iamount of time required to complete the surveillances, the licensee
decided not to perform any power reductions. The surveillances were
completed by 9:45 a.m. on December 30, 1993 and all four channels were

!

,

declared operable. The licensee conducted a critique where several !human performance errors were identified. The' inspectors will perform
further reviews of this event after the LER and critique review are
completed.

,

3.4. Quality Verification Groun Overview (40500)
.

! >
'

The inspector observed the field practices of the Quality Verification
(QV) group in their inspection of maintenance activities. The QV group
performs " quality control" type of inspection of maintenance activities |

and was part of the Nuclear Assessment department. Overall, the QV,

,

| group appeared to be effective. The QV inspectors observed were '

'

knowledgeable and dedicated with positive attitudes. Interactions |
*

| between the various maintenance groups and the QV inspectors were also
igood. Communications between QV inspectors and management and other '

departments were observed at several meetings ~and were good.
i

-

Excellent attention to detail was observed during inspections of work '

and testing on motor operated valves (MOVs). For example, during ;
| preventive maintenance on valve SM001A (upper containment pool. makeup to ;

| suppression pool dump valve), a QV inspector noted a. missing screw on a '
'

| limit switch cover plate. The QV inspector also ensured that an issue i
! concerning possibly degraded grease was documented in the discrepancy

list. Additionally, QV oversight of vendor work and differential (
testing of butterfly MOVs, ensured that testing was accomplished within,

' licensee guidelines.

i 3.5 Non-Seismic Scaffoldina
1

| During a walkdown of the residual heat removal (RHR) rooms, the
inspector found incomplete scaffolding in the "A" RHR room. The i

licensee was notified of the situation and they immediately removed it.
,

The-scaffolding did not meet seismic requirements; however, it was :

located such that it would not have affected any safety related I

equipment during an operating basis earthquake or a. safe shutdown
earthquake. The licensee stated that contract personnel failed to ,

remove the scaffolding following work in RF-4. The inspectors performed I
additional plant walkdowns and did not discover any other problems with;

scaf folding.;
,

4

i '
' Average Power, Range Monitor

8
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m. This was another example of the inadequate control of contractors during I
RF-4 which was initially discussed in inspection report.(IR) i

461/93019(DRP), paragraphs 3.a. 3.b, and 3.e. The licensee took
aggressive actions, which are also documented inLIR 461/93019(DRP),to '

,

correct the problem. The inspectors discussed this issue with the
licensee and will continue to monitor their performance in this area.- i

3.6. Observations Of Work Activities (61726 & 62703) |
i

The inspectors observed maintenance and surveillance activities of both
'

safety-related and nonsafety-related systems and components listed
below. These activities were reviewed to ascertain that they were ;

conducted in accordance with approved procedures, regulatory guides,
industry codes or standards, and in conformance with technical ,

specifications.
I

Document Activity' !
.

;

3812.02 Turbine Off'line Tests
9014.02 Rod Pattern Control System Rod |

Sequence Check
_

'

9031.13 Source Range' Instrument Channel
*

Functional Test
9080.13 Diesel Generator _IA Monthly Start 3

PEMSMA090 Inspect Operator for Valve ISM 001A I

035017 Dynamic Test Valve 1FC0024B |s
035493 Dynamic Test' Valve IFC016B

'

3.6.1 Administrative Practices

A problem identified by the inspectors was that 'the'various maintenance -

groups were lax in removing maintenance work requests (MWRs) tags from
the main control room, after the work was completed. A MWR tag
indicates thet degraded or inoperable equipment is present and that a

,

request to initiate repairs has been made. The tag is hung on the|

| -equipment or if main control room equipment is affected, the tag is
| placed in a bin next to the affected control panel. The reason for

placing it in a bin rather that attaching it directly to the controli

room component is that the tag might obstruct or impede a reactor
operator manipulating adjacent components.

Once work is completed, the MWR tag is supposed to be removed by the
maintenance group completing the work. In several instances, this was
found not to have been done. As a corrective action, the operations
department performs a weekly audit and removes the completed MWR tags.
This addresses the symptom of accurate control room discrepancy records, ;.

; but not the problem of the maintenance department's poor performance in i

removing MWR tags. The inspectors discussed their concerns with the j
;

; licensee and have no further concerns.

(,. No violations or deviations were identified.

'

9
4

i
'
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^ 4.0. Enoineerino

4.1 Unoualified Ob.iect over a Safety-related component

On September 8,1993, maintenance personnel found.a large metal box
lying on top of a ventilation duct above the "B" shutdown service water
(SX) pump. The box was 4' x 2' x 2' vid weighed approximately 180
pounds. The box was removed and the discrepancy documented in CR 1-93-
09-013. The licensee developed calculations to determine if the box
might move in either an operating basis earthquake or a safe shutdown
earthquake.

The licensee concluded that the forces generated by an earthquake were
not sufficient to overcome the static frictions and the box would not
move during an earthquake. The ductwork was sized to support the weight
of the box. Consequently, there was no danger of the box falling off
the duct and onto safety related equipment. The inspector reviewed the
calculations and agreed with the licensee's conclusion. The inspectors >

have no further concerns on this issue.

The inspectors concluded that the maintenance personnel had shown good
safety focus in recognizing the significance of the box. The resolution
of the issue was also thorough. ~

No violations or deviations were identified.
n

5.0. Plant Support

i

5.1 Offsite Review Committee Function (40300) )

The inspector attended a meeting)of the Nuclear Review and Audit Group(NRAG) [offsite review committee on December 9, 1993. The principal
,

| focus of the meeting was on performance during RF-4. The discussions
' were very thorough and NRAG members aggressively challenged plant staff

to explain performance weaknesses in RF-4. The NRAG viewed exceeding
the projected radiation exposure and the RP staff's failure to identify

| this condition, contractor oversight problems, and loss of foreign 1

material control over the reactor vessel as the licensee's most 1

significant problems during RF-4. The inspector concluded the NRAG
,

| demonstrated excellent safety focus in identifying these performance
| weaknesses.

The inspector reviewed the subcommittee reports and open item tracking
system. The reports were thorough and probing and open items were |

properly tracked and reviewed.
,

|
Two new members were added to the NRAG last year. The inspector
reviewed their qualifications and verified that they met the i

'

I
i

i
! .m

'
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requirements of ANSI /ANS 3.1-1978, Section 4.7.2.8 The inspectors
overall assessment of the NRAG was that its performance remained
excellent,

i 5.2. Housekeepino (71707)

Tours of the circulating water screen house and auxiliary, containment,
control, diesel, fuel handling, rad-waste, and turbine buildings werei

| conducted to observe plant housekeeping conditions, including potential
I fire hazards, fluid leaks, and cleanliness. The licensee has made
| progress in improving housekeeping conditions since the end of RF-4.

No violations or deviations were identified.

6.0. Exit Interview

The inspectors met with the licensee representatives denoted in
,

paragraph I at the conclusion of the inspection on January 10, 1994.,

The inspectors also contacted and interviewed other licensee and|

untractor personnel during the course of this' inspection. The
inspectors summarized the purpose and scope of the inspection and the
findings. The inspectors also discussed the likely informational
content of the inspection report, with regard to documents or processes *

! reviewed by the inspectors during the inspection. The licensee did not
| identify any such documents or procerses as proprietary.
.m

!

,

J

' American National Standards Institute /American Nuclear Societyd
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